In the datastores tab if you select the element 101 the action is applied to element 1
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bug #2448: In the datastores tab if you select the element 101 the action is applied to element 1

Revision 874c7da3 - 11/14/2013 04:44 PM - Daniel Molina

bug #2448: In the datastores tab if you select the element 101 the action is applied to element 1 (cherry picked from commit d03736ad88726ffe9e23cc50e6cbf93a3b2ffaf0)

History

#1 - 11/14/2013 04:34 PM - Daniel Molina
- Assignee set to Daniel Molina

#2 - 11/14/2013 04:45 PM - Daniel Molina
- Status changed from New to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
- Resolution set to fixed